Abstract-Overlaying classical teleoperation control schemes based on a bilateral master-slave coupling, a teleoperation architecture designed in a general teleworking context is proposed. In this scheme, the executing machine is perceptually and functionally hidden to the operator by means of an intermediate functional representation between a real remote world and man. As any executing machine, and more particularly a robot, will be replaced by man, the image of the robot will not appear in the intermediate representation. This principle is thus named: "the hidden robot concept." In this approach, the teleoperation problem is divided into two main parts: 1) choosing the appropriate intermediate representation and determining its interaction and relation with man and 2) building the relations and transformations between the intermediate representation and the real remote environment. The constituents of this teleoperator are outlined in this paper and an experiment validating this concept is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
ARLY teleoperation architectures have mostly focused on the control involving studies on the antagonistic stability and transparency objectives related to the bilateral master/slave coupling [19] . Besides time delay which makes bilateral control not always feasible [24] , two main drawbacks traditionally prevent an extensive use of such a system. These are related with the fact that the system lacks user-friendly characteristics, on one hand, and good information feedback quality from the slave to the master site, on the other hand. Many efforts have concentrated on refining the teleoperation technology and are presented in Section II. Despite these efforts, ideal transparency is still not achievable since the action and the feedback are conveyed through the master-slave chain before reaching the task and the operator-perceptual channels respectively.
The main idea of this work [14] is an architecture which allows the operator to act directly on the task with less intermediate interference by hiding the robot's functionality and the classical bilateral control from the operator (Section III) while adapting, in the same way, the master to operator skill and dexterity for direct task achievement. This is performed using an intermediate representation of the remote environment exploiting virtual reality techniques, seen here as a means to bring out a contribution renewing the teleoperation concept. This is presented in Section IV. The operator actions undertaken within the intermediate representation are interpreted and mapped online into robot commands. The strategy developed to achieve Manuscript received August 4, 1998 ; revised October 27, 2000 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor W. A. Gruver.
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this goal is discussed in Section V. Using an intermediate representation may lead to inconsistencies with the real environment state. Handling real task achievement together with error recovery is the topic of Section VI. Finally, Section VII presents an experiment involving, for the first time in teleoperation history, parallel multirobot long-distance teleoperation using the hidden robot concept. An overall discussion with further developments in regard to this concept are given as a conclusion.
II. BRIEF TELEOPERATORS ANALYSIS
In view of references [24] and [30] that can be considered as the "bibles" of teleoperation, it is not intended here to present a state-of-the-art concerning this technology. Rather, this section attempts to outline the evolution of teleoperators architecture using a generalized formalism represented by the following equations:
and (1) Strategy and (2) and Strategy (3) Strategy and Strategy (4) Strategy and Strategy (5) where and are the control vectors. They respectively denote the feedback (to the master device) and the desired action (to the slave robot). and are transformation or mapping functions: roughly the controllers. and are the state parameters of the master and the slave, respectively. Finally, the strategy is seen as a clever device (such as any sensory substitution or any artificial features required to achieve master and/or slave assistance objectives as well as to resolve any teleoperator lack). Equation (1) outlines early teleoperators (such as the first model introduced by Goertz in 1947). It shows the reciprocity (or bilateralism) of the telemanipulation. The use of computers in teleoperation (in the 1980s), allows the exchange of data between the master and the slave through numerical transmission as opposed to the early mechanical and analog means (around 1954) . In these architectures, the control is achieved using a variety of effort/flow coupling between the master and the slave which makes them simply tracking each other.
A better operating of computers caused (1) to evolve into (2) and (3) . Equation (2) means that the feedback to the operator is achieved according to the parameters of the slave together with an assistance strategy. Here, the strategy is designed to modulate the parameter in an artificial form. In this case, since the parameter is affected by the function , it is delivered from the strategy. In fact, (2) reflects the starting of computer-assisted teleoperation (CAT) architectures (known also under the name of teleassistance). Nowadays, the CAT benefits from a considerable trump: virtual reality technology which sets high standards of excellence in the modern human/machine interfaces. Readers may, for instance, refer to [3] , [7] , [11] , [20] , and [33] .
In (3), the feedback to the operator is entirely and directly derived from the slave parameters. In this case, the slave is controlled by an artificially varying parameter . The strategy in this case reflects an autonomous task planner, a task objective, a local compliance, etc. Equation (3) designates what is known as shared-control architectures (SCT) [10] , [18] .
Hence, (4) reflects the so called semi-autonomous teleoperation (SAT) architectures as it combines (2) and (3), (see [6] ). Equation (5) emulates the materialization of the predictive graphic displays [24] , teleprogramming [8] , [22] , the design of control schemes based on graphical models [26] , symbolic teleoperation [31] , and the actual launching of virtual reality technology as part of teleoperators enhancements, mainly to deal with large time delays. In these teleoperator cases, the operator is acting on a simulated slave environment and most of the feedback is artificial, local, and not derived from the true parameter (note that in some architectures parts of are kept; they constitute the parts which are not active, like vision feedback, and do not induce instability).
This paper attempts the following goal:
Strategy and Strategy (6) Equation (6) reflects the herein suggested architecture in which and are hidden or removed since the feedback and the control are entirely derived from strategies. This choice is motivated by what follows.
Early teleoperation control schemes have mostly focused on control involving stability and transparency studies related to the bilateral master-slave coupling. Nevertheless, the main goal of teleoperation technology is to allow the human operator to achieve tasks remotely. Hence, the master system, the communication media, and the slave compose what is called here the basic minimal required intermediaries through which the remote task is completed.
A common drawback to the aforementioned approaches relative to what is proposed here, is that using them, the operator has no way to directly describe a remote task with natural and full transfer skill.
• Using bilateral type control, the task is described while achieved through a skillful understanding of the master-slave pair with all the constraints due to manipulability, inertia, singularities, etc., i.e., that the operator must know how these systems work and their limitations.
• Using a pure symbolic-type control, the task is described and preplanned. In general, the operator will not be able to act on the task during execution except when using highlevel control.
• The problem linked to the master's design is not developed here (a detailed description can be found in [4] ). A strong philosophical observation can be made: the masters are not designed for remote task achievement, but rather for the good bilateral or unilateral control of the executing machines. The problem of feedback design is also linked to a dual philosophical point of view. The control scheme proposed here constitutes a potential solution to manage these drawbacks. In what follows, a more general concept based on an indirect teleoperation scheme is defined by means of an intermediate functional representation (IFR) of the remote environment.
III. HIDDEN ROBOT CONCEPT
The purpose of any teleoperator is not the perfection of a master design, or an adequate executing machine, or the control architecture, or even the present remote environment state. The purpose is rather a future environment state expressed through its transformation. Indeed, only this transformation is of interest. Consequently, the goal of an ideal teleoperation system could be defined by the possibility to build an intermediate world keeping only a functional copy of the real-remote environment adapted to the desired task transformations. The part of the system devoted to task execution must involve additional transformations implicating the intermediate world as a real one.
A. Intermediate Functional Representation
In general, whatever the classical computer assistance is, the operator has to face
• remote environment which has the potential of including a very complex system and making difficult not only its understanding but also deducing the appropriate actions in order to progress toward the task execution; • control/command system (master arm or joystick for instance) which does not allow generation of its suitable gestures in a natural way; • difficulty of controlling several slave systems in parallel, especially if they are dissimilar (even if they must perform the same task). The ideal situation would be for the operator to execute natural gestures (for instance with his hands) in a noncomplex environment to achieve simple manipulation tasks. If considered as a series of actions, it must be noticed that cleverly subdivided tasks are never complex. Only context and constraints associated with such tasks are complex.
Definition 1: An IFR is a transformed representative model of the remote environment which returns to the operator pertinent feedback information about the teleoperation site in a different aspect while maintaining the task functionality.
The IFR technique allows one to go forward in this direction because
• IFR may be designed to react to man as a real environment;
• in the IFR, man can directly act on the task with his/her hands or with a manipulated tool as in the usual real world; • a task is a succession of noncomplex actions corresponding to noncomplex environment transformations, and therefore an adapted IFR for desired tasks can be built and could be less complex. Thus, the control/command chain composed of a manmaster/station-slave/robot-world could be replaced with two chains man-IFR and IFR-world that offers
• a better solution concerning the ergonomic aspects of man-system relations and interactions; • an increase in the number of possible sensory feedback modalities; • a simplified intermediary to achieve a remote task (Fig. 1) , since the problem related to man-robot environment interactions is replaced by the one of IFR-slave environment transformations (Fig. 2 ); • antagonistic well-known transparency stability problem of teleoperators is shifted to a local man-IFR transparency problem without compromising any of the slave stability; • improvement of operator safety [25] . Following these considerations, it is easy to see that in any IFR, the first object to be eliminated will be the "picture" of the remote system moving the real operational tool.
B. Hidden Robot Concept
According to definition 1, an IFR can be chosen in an adaptive way. Indeed, the removal of the remote system is performed at two levels as follows.
• Perception level: The slave system is perceptually hidden from the operator. This allows the operator to directly perform the task through its representation within the IFR.
• Functional level: The slave system is functionally hidden from the operator. Indeed, the robot control derives indirectly from the representation of the task (virtual task). A schematic representation of the adopted IFR is represented in Fig. 2 . The latter shows that the shapes and locations of the objects involved in a possible change of the remote environment state can be altered/modified to be displayed in a way suited to operator's skill and naturalness in performing the desired environment transformation, i.e., the desired task (assembling object A into B). The following section discusses the IFR design.
IV. IFR ARCHITECTURE
The proposed teleoperation scheme leads patently to the design of two separate subsystems and the development of the link layer necessary for their connection. Therefore, to the operator, a representation of the real environment is made to suit his ergonomic requirements while being adapted to his skill and dexterity free from any constraint or transparency compromise inherent in a bilateral (real or virtual) robot control.
The role of the IFR is to generate necessary sensory feedback to the operator allowing him to accomplish the desired environment transformation (the representative task) to be achieved by the remote robot. The main goals which may help such a design are to reach: 1) a very high degree of transparency in operator-IFR interaction and 2) a standardization of the master design for teleoperation technology extension to many other real-life applications.
A. IFR Design
Transforming the real environment into a visual feedback to the operator considers the following possibilities.
• Hiding the robot from the IFR, i.e., the executing machine is not represented since it is intended that the operator acts directly on the task. • Changing or transforming geometrical and physical properties of some of the remote environment (shape, size, location, mass, etc.) by an adequate one, if and only if, this meets ergonomic and friendly-use requirements.
• Allowing to easily integrate operator assistance strategies to perform the representative task.
• Taking into consideration, not in an explicit way and with very simple means, robot limitations and advantages, i.e., robots limitations will be substituted to the operator as part of task difficulty, and robot autonomy will be combined with operator assistance. • Allowing to visualize operator actions and the resultant local transformations within the IFR, i.e., allow operator interaction with the IFR.
• Allowing robot control ranging from low-level to very high-level, according to the task application context and robot autonomy, in a transparent and implicit way. From the above cited considerations there are two candidates for an approach: 1) a whole artificial representation based on virtual reality (VR) techniques and 2) a partial artificial-augmented representation based on augmented reality (AR) techniques.
1) Virtual Reality IFR:
Using an artificial representation by means of VR techniques (see [2] and [5] ) offers the advantage of easily accomplishing all the cited considerations. Indeed, hiding the robot is done simply by not representing it. Objects properties may be easily changed, however, this representation requires an off-line real environment restitution and nominal models to be transformed into an artificial computerized representation (other developments are quoted further). This way also tackles the problem of time delay since the IFR may be seen as a predictive station to be used for teleprogramming or symbolic based teleoperators. This solution is best suited to well-or semi-structured environments.
2) Augmented Reality IFR: An augmented reality IFR consists of mixing real feedback from the remote environment (like a direct video feedback from the remote environment) enhanced by artificial features, i.e., hybrid representation. Visual feedback taking into account the above cited considerations must allow a complicated functionality: the possibility of removing on-line real features from a direct feedback. For instance, concerning consideration 1 and 2, from a direct video feedback the "picture" of the remote robot and real objects subject to aspect change might be removed. Chromatic techniques may be used for this purpose, given that the delay between the master and the remote environments is not important.
In regard to other considerations (3) (4) (5) , the problems to be solved are the same as for a whole artificial representation. Nevertheless, an AR representation offers the advantage of using partial direct information from the remote environment which leads to less developments compared to a whole artificial representation. Indeed, this solution is best suited to highly unstructured environments.
B. Interactive IFR
In the proposed teleoperator, robot control is accomplished on-line by computer supervision of the task performed by the operator within the IFR. It is aimed at achieving an operator/IFR interface adapted to • required transformations (task relevance context); • operator expertise, dexterity, and naturalness in order to 1) improve task performance and skill transfer and 2) reduce the training and operator specialization phases [32] . Roughly speaking, a human operator performs tasks using his hand(s) either by directly acting on the object(s) involved in the desired environment transformations or by means of an intermediate hand tool used, to some extent, as a human functional extender, Case 1 and Case 2 in Fig. 3 , respectively. As already mentioned, it is considered that a teleoperation system may be seen as a sophisticated flexible tool, i.e., the basic intermediate tool for realizing remote tasks. Since, in the proposed approach, it is aimed at reducing this intermediate (see Fig. 1 ), Fig. 4 illustrates two possible designs for the interactive IFR.
• Case A: Operator/IFR interface is somehow a "copy" of the used tool integrated with a mechatronic design to allow action transfer and haptic feedback. • Case B: Operator/IFR interface is a worn "glove" integrating mechatronic design to allow hand-action transfer and haptic feedback. It is easy to notice that case A yields to a better transparency and is technically less complicated to realize if the used tool is not so complex. Nevertheless this solution is not adequate if remote tasks require many tools of a different nature which cannot be gathered in a multifunction design tool (for instance a force feedback probe can gather many tools in a surgery application). Also, the Case A solution is not adequate for Case 1 tasks (direct-hand use).
Compared to Case A, the Case B solution is more universal but leads obviously to a lower local transparency when an intermediary tool is used (Case 1 tasks) . Technically, the Case B solution makes use of haptic feedback gloves which still lack tactile integration and good performances [9] . This solution is adequate for Case 1 and Case 2 tasks (direct-hand or tool-based tasks).
The integration of the virtual hand or tool and the visual IFR construction needs restitution algorithms, collision-detection algorithms, etc. This constitutes a research topic in itself and the reader may refer to [27] and [28] for more details.
C. Assistive IFR
In the proposed teleoperation scheme, robot autonomy is shared at three levels: 1) IFR level; 2) interpretation-transformation level; 3) task supervision level. Each level has been designed transparent to the operator, i.e., shared control is not specifically designed by the operator during telemanipulation. This sharing allows robot adaptability and its cooperation with the operator. The adaptability is conceived using the virtual guide (VG) metaphor. A VG is defined so as to gather in a single structure the virtual fixture concept introduced by Rosenberg [23] , that of graphics metaphors used in CAT-assisted teleoperation [30] , and virtual mechanisms as used in control in [13] . Indeed, a VG is classified according to its particularity and role in the proposed teleoperator scheme, as seen in Fig. 5 autonomous module linked to the robotics task. Hence, this category is split into three SVG subclasses.
1) Autonomous-function SVG,
for an autonomous-task execution for both the operator (within the IFR) and the robot (an autonomous real-task achievement). Within the IFR this can be seen as an operator assistance in the sense that the virtual task is achieved autonomously (for example, object grasping in an unnatural way) or using the VH as a pointer, a switch, or a trigger. Within the real environment, this SVG constitutes a means of directly using robot autonomy. Note that the way to achieve the same task in the IFR and that of the real environment may and will differ, but task functionality is kept and task achievement must lead to similar final task state. 2) Semi-autonomous function SVG in this case the operator executes the task without any specific assistance which results in an autonomous robot execution of the same operator task. 3) Collaborative-function SVG, in this other version of the semi-autonomous SVG, the robot is teleoperated from a sum interpretation of an autonomous action defined by the SVG and an action executed by the operator.
2) VGs formalism:
A global data structure for the VG is proposed hereafter. The structure consists of a set of fields some of which may be optional according to the context in which the VG is used.
• Attachment: A VG may be associated with a particular spot in the IFR and/or the robot controller. It can be either statically attached (to any frame within the IFR or to any virtual objects or to a robot controller part, etc.), or may be dynamically attached appearing upon a specific event in a specific spot (for instance at the detected collision between two virtual objects or the robot with its environment, etc.). Hence, for each guide a position/orientation in three-dimensional (3-D) space or in the functional block-diagram of the controller, is defined.
• Effect zone: A VG is associated with an effect zone (volume, surface, parts of the robot reach space, etc.) which may play the role of an action zone or an attractive field and where the VG acts.
• Activation condition: For each VG, an activation condition is allocated. It may be expressed by the belonging of any part of other objects (for instance, the VH or a moving object) to the space limited by the effect zone, or, by any other condition linked to a specific event.
• Function: It defines the functionality, thus the reason for the existence of the guide. The function is made explicit by a set of actions to be established (by the robot, the operator, or any IFR item depending on the type of used guide) inside or outside the guide.
• Inactivation condition: The inactivation condition, while true, renders the guide ineffective by a set of specified actions. It may be defined as the negation of the activation condition or as a desired state.
Any whole structured VG may be completely removed, attached, or replaced at any time within the IFR.
3) VGs implementation instance: The hereafter described experiment concerns the implementation of a VG to achieve a grasping task using a planar three-degree-of-freedom robot. This instance was implemented on the experiment described in Section VII. In this example, for the purpose of grasping the virtual Piece A (Fig. 6 ) equipped with an integrated handle, a VG has been implemented. This VG is defined as follows.
• Attachment: virtual object handle of Piece A.
• Effect zone: linked to the Object A frame, the VG zone is defined by a cylinder linked to the handle of Piece A. This VG is visualized-for elucidation purpose-in Fig. 6 . • Activation condition: let be any point of the robot gripper fingers (in this case two) according to the Object A frame. The VG is activated if behaves to the defined cylinder.
• VG function: it is considered that Object A must be grasped to be manipulated, i.e., pushing is not allowed.
This function instance reflects a semi-autonomous function SVG. That is
IF handle grasped by VH THEN Align robot axis to those of the handle.
Grasp object.
ELSE
Robot servoed to the current. ENDIF The same VG may be used as an autonomous SVG if, in this instance, VH grasping is performed by a simple condition, such as, for instance, the Piece A is grasped when the virtual index fingertip simply belongs to the defined VG.
The implementation of this VG as a collaborative SVG is done by keeping the robot teleoperated on some definedmovement directions and aligned automatically on other defined-movement directions. This is illustrated by Fig. 6 . In phase 1, the robot is teleoperated by the VH. In phase 2, the operator is seeking a stable grasp, the robot is VH-teleoperated for Cartesian translations but automatically aligned for the orientation. In phase 3, the VH grasp is stable and the robot grasps the object. In phase 4, the two grasps are stable, but the VG no longer functions.
• Inactivation condition: both VH and robot stable grasps. In the case of an autonomous SVG, the VG is inactivated with a stable pose or assembly.
V. INTERPRETATION-TRANSFORMATION LEVEL
The core of the proposed teleoperation architecture lies on the on-line strategy used for the interpretation of natural human hand actions and mapping relevant control parameters into the executing remote machine.
The design of this module is closely related to the adopted IFR, the interactive IFR and the human/IFR interface used (Case A or Case B in Fig. 4) . In what follows, the general Case B is considered. Indeed the virtual or representative task is, in general, a consequence of operator hand actions within the IFR. The supervision of the VH actions allows one to extract, on-line, robot instructions in order to perform the remote task. If is the desired state of the robot and is the VH state, it aims at finding a transformation such as . The design of is very dependent on the robot autonomy (somehow related to the used VGs), the role attributed to the VH within the IFR and, in some cases, the application context. The design of could be complex when the robot is teleoperated at the lowest level ( is defined in the joint or the operational space and is composed of the VH position, orientation, fingers flexion-abduction, applied forces and their locations, etc.) since a low-level mapping must be performed. When is a set of recognizable gestures and a set of task primitives (a medium degree of autonomy), is less complex to realize and consists of linking operator gestures to robot task primitives.
may also be seen as a simple pointer and a set of preprogrammed tasks, in which case a push-button-like operation is assigned to an autonomous specific task execution (symbolic teleoperation). In this last extreme case, is very easy to achieve. Thus, the IFR can be designed to employ the three cited VH functionality.
The behavior of the VH inside of the IFR imparts changes which can be considered as a succession of position trajectories and interactions. In general, the interactions concern manual exploration during pregrasping, grasping, manipulation, and object assembly or pose. Indeed, must be determined such that the remote robot performs similar trajectories (locations) and interactions. Indeed, the operator hand actions, within the IFR, belong to one of the four phases described by the automation of Fig. 7 . Phase identification is based on the supervision process. The mapping module has use of the slave remote robot model (virtual robot) and of the remote environment model (not necessarily the one used by the IFR). The current issued from is applied first to the virtual robot from which real robot control is derived. The virtual robot (not to be seen by the operator and rendered only for development purposes) has the following functions (see Fig. 8 ):
1) prevents undesired robot collision with the environment; 2) checks the feasibility of the operator performed task; 3) predicts remote robot external and internal sensors behavior to be used for task supervision (Section VI). The transformation mapping to be performed at each phase is described in the following.
A. Free Motion Phase
The free motion phase is identified when the following two conditions hold: 1) no object (virtual or real) grasped by the VH; 2) no contact (collision) between the VH and any other IFR item. These two conditions are similar and must hold for the modeled robot. The mapping from VH to robot commands is re- duced to the well-known trajectory tracking problem with an active collision avoidance for the robot. Indeed, in free motion, the VH describes a trajectory (location) that the robot must follow on-line under the following constraints. 1 • While the VH belongs to the robot reachable space, the robot must be servoed to be at the "same location." This constraint is simple to realize.
• Gripper or tool must be such as to avoid collision with the real environment when the operator VH is not in contact with any IFR's object.
• Positioning of the gripper must exhibit functional similarities between VH preshaping (pregrasping) posture and robot pregrasping function. Based on this, a gripper-anthropomorphic independent mapping procedure which consists of two steps has been developed. 2 1) Off-line rough mapping based on functional finger selection. A functional correspondence for the set of VH fingers and gripper fingers (g-fingers) is achieved in a static way. The g-fingers are chosen to transfer the functionality of the fingers based on the two interrelated basic concepts introduced by Iberall [12] , namely only the opposition space and the virtual finger principles without any hand grasp taxonomy classification. 2) Fine mapping using an artificial potential field. It is made so that the gripper is attracted toward the general rough mapping desired configuration, which is defined off-line as described above, while being repulsed by the IFR items (including the object to be grasped) which are considered in pregrasping shaping as obstacles before the VH achieves a stable grasp. Fig. 9 depicts a VH-gripper mapping instance. For a more detailed discussion the reader may refer to [17] .
B. Grasp Phase
The grasp phase, if it exists, is identified when both of the following conditions exist: 1) no payload on the VH, i.e., no object (virtual or real) is already being grasped; 2) collision between the VH and any IFR item (having an off-line attribute of possibly being grasped). The grasp phase is assumed to transit to a manipulation phase when there is a stable VH grasp. Many simple strategies (namely using VGs) can be used to assume a stable grasp within the IFR. However, as it is aimed to gain in realism and local feedback, mathematical models including physical law interpretation and realistic grasping behavior are implemented. For robot grasping, much work has been done treating stability issues [29] . Results are directly applied. However, the grippers may be of different types, presenting different mobility and dexterity properties relative to the human hand. Indeed it is made so that the VH grasp is stable according to the following algorithm: 
ENDIF ENDIF ENDWHILE
This algorithm shows that the grasp with the VH is stable if and only if the one of the gripper (hidden to the operator) is also stable. Considering the presence of discrepancies between the IFR and the real environment, necessary automatic recovery and/or autonomous strategies should be implemented. 
C. Telemanipulation Phase
It follows the previous grasp phase when the following conditions hold: 1) grasping of any IFR item by the VH is stable and 2) virtual robot grasp, of a similar VH grasped object, is stable.
To avoid burdensome and complicated transformation or control between the VH and the gripper, a solution is focused toward an appeal to robot autonomy capacity. Thus, when the virtual object is being grasped by the operator, the robot desired state is determined (in terms of control) by the state of the IFR object being manipulated (which means that the control law can be seen in this case as object based). Hence, both the robot and the gripper are considered to be a coupled or uncoupled system which can take in charge both
• transportation and manipulation of the real object as described by its representation within the IFR; • stability of the real object grasp while its representation object within the IFR is still stable grasped by the VH. Different block connection schemes might be proposed to achieve the manipulation phase, depending on the chosen IFR type and the control design.
D. Assembly or Pose Phase
According to the designed automation, the manipulation state transits to an assembly state by 1) stable assembly or pose of the virtual grasped object and 2) possible stable assembly or pose of the represented object being grasped by the hidden robot.
If the first condition is false, the IFR object stands at a floating state when being released by the VH or could not be performed by the hidden robot (feasibility check module). At this stage, it is forbidden to grasp another virtual object within the IFR and the released IFR object must be regrasped. Stability of assemblies has been thoroughly investigated by many researchers (see, for instance, [21] ). A complete realistic dynamic simulation while being implemented for released objects even when they are not in a stable pose, leads (in a VR-based IFR) to discrepancies between the state of the real object and its representation within the IFR.
From this choice derives the possibility of performing a kind of collaboration between the operator and the robot in task execution. Unconditionally, the operator can release the grasped object at any time, for instance, in order to change its grasping posture, have better visibility, trigger an automatic process, have better manipulation capacity or just to take a rest (Fig. 10) .
As already mentioned, when the released virtual object is not in a stable pose it will stand at a floating state (fixed position and orientation in 3-D space). The manipulation state does not switch to the assembly state and the automation is kept to the manipulation state. Hence, the robot is still controlled by the virtual object state, indeed, it keeps the real object in a fixed state with a stable grasp.
The operator must then re-grasp the object to continue with the teleoperation task. In fact, even if the new grasp posture is different from the original one, it will not affect the teleoperation while the stability of the robot grasp is not placed in jeopardy and as long as there is no joint limit, out of reach space, and singularities encountered. In these last cases, the operator is informed anyway by the feasibility check module.
VI. HANDLING REAL TASK ACHIEVEMENT
The choice of an intermediate representation keeping the functional aspect and allowing any property transformation of the remote environment to be presented to the operator obviously lacks realism in the representation models used. Discrepancies between the remote real environment (RE) and the IFR can be classified into two types: geometric and dynamic.
Geometric discrepancies may have two sources: 1) measurement errors in the virtual model and those ones inherent to the discretization of continuous surfaces into polygons or other forms simplification to meet both graphical and nominal modeling requirements and 2) the second class of geometric discrepancies may derive from the slave robot. More explicitly, from its possible inability to estimate the exact position of the objects during the grasping, release or assembly phases, and also during the manipulation.
Dynamic discrepancies are generally concerned with mass, center of mass, friction coefficient, damping, stiffness, etc., of the environment features involved by the task. They may be partially known or not known at all. They may come from the lack of estimation algorithm, nonlinearity of the environment dynamics, etc.
Hypothesis: It is assumed that IFR-RE discrepancies always occur during the teleoperation process.
To cope with this problem the developed approach for the detection of discrepancies and error recovery is made task knowledge independent, thus sensory-based and consists of continuous simulated and real sensors derived states comparison and Fig. 10 . Regrasping as an operator/robot cooperation illustration. The robot is controlled by the virtual object state and remains fixed until the operator re-grasps the virtual object for a better manipulation capacity.
interpretation. Indeed the more efficient is the robot sensors simulation, the more efficient is the error recovery in the RE.
The developed algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Off-line definitions. where each component defines a tolerated discrepancy margin of a particular defined observable parameter. 4. A state set whose components summarize a static or a dynamic behavior derived from sensors stream. 5. A set of available control laws . 6. A set of reading modes . Reading mode is concerned with the way the supervisor collects the simulated stream to recover from a possible detected error (up to now {sequential, pause, conditioned sequential} ).
Step 2: definition of a matching condition.
Hypothesis: Let denote a subvector of , . Let . A concordance condition is defined by (7) Then, the task performed in the VE is assumed to be similarly performed in the RE. Otherwise, the supervisor selects the appropriate control law(s) which may validate this condition. At this stage, it is assumed that if then for which (7) holds. Step 3: the on-line recovery strategy. As illustrated in Fig. 11 , within the RE, all data (received, currently sensed, to be sent, etc.) passes through the supervisor. According to the current reading mode , the supervisor collects the stream of virtual sensors data. The current is then received from which is derived. After the real slave data is collected (no reading mode is specified), [from which is derived] is built. At first and are compared. If the two states match then and are compared. is a subvector of such that the components of are the sensory values involved by the actual state . If for the defined states a twosome ( ) such as , the global strategy is then to choose an appropriate switching of the control laws to make first a state to state conformity in the defined order, i.e.,
. The supervisor chooses from an appropriate sequence to reach first , then satisfies (7).
During the recovery process, the supervisor runs a process checking the tolerance margins . Indeed, the defined tolerance parameters are initialized within just before the recovery process. Instant robot configuration is saved within (backward state). Absolute variations relative to are continuously compared with the allowed corresponding ones of vector, then if: 3 (8) the recovery process is stopped; the robot is back-driven to . At this stage, two solutions are possible: 1) another strategy is prepared for, and in this case it is activated and 2) no other strategy exists, the supervisor stops the teleoperation and solicits the strategy from the operator. The details of this approach with a real implementation and experimental results are presented in [16] .
VII. SOME EXPERIMENTS
Many experiments have been conducted in order to validate the proposed concept as feasible to be integrated in future teleoperation and teleworking schemes. These experiments are thoroughly quoted and discussed in [14] . The experiment discussed here, consists of remotely controlling, in parallel, two robots located at two different places (in Japan and in France). Previously, a similar such experiment involved four robots [15] each performing the same task. With different robots controlled in parallel a common IFR is imperative and enhances the interest of the proposed method.
A. Experimental Setup
The teleworking experiments consist of a four-piece puzzle assembly within a fence on a table. The remote assembly operation was to be performed by the slave robots. One slave robot was situated in the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (MEL) Japan (Fig. 12 ). All the robots had to perform the same task at different places (parallel teleoperation). The experimental setup is detailed in [15] .
In the used IFR the shape of the real objects and their real positions within the real environments were left unchanged (scale 1) to the operator. The operator performs the virtual puzzle assembly using his own hand, skill, and naturalness. The visual Fig. 12 . Teleworking experiment-parallel four piece puzzle assembly using two distant slave robots and the hidden robot concept. and the haptic feedback is local and concerns only the graphic representation of the remote task features. The operator/IFR interaction parameters are sent to a second workstation in order to derive robot actions. A graphic visualization of the transformations are rendered thanks to the implemented robot models with their simulated sensors (Fig. 12 ). This rendering is used for development purpose (software check and resultant action visualization) and does not involve direct operator action/perception. Two models of each robot were implemented: one (wire frame) shows the on-line robot action issued directly from operator action, the second model (solid) shows the real robot rendered based on the true slave robot state.
If the performed operator actions are feasible in terms of robot or machine actions, they are sent to the remote site. Obviously, the set of the transformed sequential operator sample actions give rise to real tasks achievement.
The presented experiment shows in fact three problems (not taking into account the usual technical difficulties): 1) Safety Problems How can we be sure of what happens in the real environment and how to discover a safe strategy? These difficulties were globally tackled by adding three levels of feedback: the basic one is only devoted to the virtual scene evolution under operator action. A second level reintroduces a graphic modeling of virtual robots where task feasibility checking based on an approximate remote environment modeling and a robot internal and external sensors simulation is enhanced with automatic anti-collision processing, reachable space and forbidden configuration checking, and VGs implementation. As previously noted, one of the robot's virtual joints motions (solid robot model) were directly controlled by the robot's real joints evolution. The discrepancy between the latter and the wire frame robot model, governed on-line, can be used to prevent a poor functioning. Finally, a video conference system provides images from the real scenes which may be used to understand a possible anomaly. Using the three information levels allowed the operator to be sure of the real events and to adapt his orders to the real situation.
2) Time Delay Problem
Although tentatively solved through several methods, the time delay had a great influence at a strategic level and time delay strategy relations remain ill elucidated. Here the effect of time delay was compensated by the uncoupled operator supervision strategy (as was true for teleprogramming and symbolic teleoperation architectures).
3) Robot Autonomy Problems
A careful calibration was performed in order that all robots grip the suitable part at the prepared suitable location, allowing only light geometric and dynamic discrepancies. If every part position in each robot environment was random (as wished), a more or less complicated recognizing step should have been necessary to lengthen the mean time of picking, and to increase the robots time discrepancy, increasing the strategy elaboration time and decreasing the operator's interest in elaborating a gripping gesture within the IFR. It might be noted that a simple push-button procedure or a program instruction could have had the same effect. This point is important and raises an unanswered question about the relation between man's intervention methods and robot autonomy level. 
B. Brief Performance Analysis
The experiments performed show the feasibility and the modularity of the proposed concept. However, one must remember that the main purpose of the proposed scheme is to adapt the control/feedback interface to the naturalness of operator working style and to allow the best operator skill transfer. A set of simple performance analyzes provided clues indicating how far we are from these goals.
1) Choice of the performance index: According to Vertut and Coiffet [30] , a global performance measure may be defined as a realization quality of tasks assigned to a system governed by a human operator. Since the performance measure has meaning only relative to a reference the first idea for this case study consists of using some tasks characteristics when being performed directly by an operator hand. The performance index has been chosen to be a ratio between two task completion times. The first, , concerns task achievement by the remote machine (teleworking mode). The second concerns the local realization of the similar task ( ) directly by the operator hand (not in a teleworking mode), then Let be a set of teletasks used to evaluate the performance and, card . The global performance rating is performed as with . We are aware that these performance criteria are only qualitative. Indeed, taking time into account does not take other interesting criteria into account such as tasks which could not be realizable by the operator. Thus, we agree that is not appropriate in many cases. This index is, however, suitable to the experiments described in this paper.
2) Analysis: Table I shows the best performance obtained during the previously described experiments (performed by the author himself). From Table I , the performed teleworking experiment shows that there is still a great deal of work to be performed before the ideal 100% rate can be achieved. The limitations on these performances are partly due to the: 1) imposed synchronization of the communication media to avoid loss of data and 2) robot speed limitations imposed for safety reasons.
However, a local IFR/operator performance produced a result of . Indeed the limitations indicate that eventual improvements should first focus on operator/IFR interaction. These improvements should include stereoscopic visual feedback, ameliorated haptic feedback, and a realistic behavior within the IFR. The lack of these items was noticed since the operator lost most time during grasping and assembly phases.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A novel teleoperation architecture is presented. It is based on what has been called the hidden robot concept and consists of the design of control schemes which allow the operator to act directly on the task through an IFR of the real remote environments. Different components of this teleoperator have been outlined and a real experiment validating the proposed concept is also presented.
The problem which has been outlined though not deeply studied concerns the relation between VH action executions and the executing machine's degree of autonomy. The use of a VG metaphor presents a possible integration support to deal with this problem, however, a methodology of VG integration and strategy generation for the error recovery seems interesting to investigate.
For unrecovered errors, the operator will wish to intervene for corrections during an action execution. In this case, it is useful to forecast a possible intervention at the motion level, but it is imperative to have a good understanding of the real scene and not only of its representation in the IFR. That means that the hidden robot cannot be permanently hidden.
